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Rotational and domain wall motion aftereffect in a patterned array
of small particles
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G. Vertesy, B. Keszei, Z. Vertesy
Research Institute for Technical Physics and Materials Science, H-1525, Budapest, POB 49, Hungary

Aftereffect for magnetization processes by rotation and by domain wall motion was investigated on
the same, single domain, two-state system of a square 2D~two-dimensional! array of garnet
particles. Aftereffect measurements were performed magnetooptically. The particles are thermally
stable, the particle energy is 1026 erg compared to the thermal energy of 10212 erg. No aftereffect
of rotation switching of the system of ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ magnetized particles could be observed
at room temperature. At increased temperatures thermally activated switching, very weakly
depending on magnetic field, is observed. Each individual particle can be demagnetized into a
metastable stripe domain structure. The barrier for DW~domain wall! motion is much lower than
the barrier for rotation, and a significant aftereffect was measured on the same particles,
demagnetized into a domain structure. The observed time dependence for DW aftereffect is
exponential,M (t)/Ms5d* exp(2et), where d50.04, ande51/t follows the increase of the
magnetization with field,de/dH50.021 /s/Oe. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Patterned magnetic nanostructures are the best ca
dates for future extreme high density magnetic recording
dia. Most of the fundamental problems, related to the ap
cation of the patterned structures, can be convenie
studied on a two-state model system of a square arra
magnetically small, single crystal, strongly uniaxial, squa
garnet particles.1–3 One of the major concerns about pattern
media is the thermal and temporal instability of the inform
tion, due to the low anisotropy energyEK5KV of the small
volume ~V! particles with respect to the fluctuations of the
mal energy.4 However, the stability of different magneti
states of the same system is different.5 The barrier with re-
spect to the mechanism of the change of the magnetiza
i.e., rotation vs domain wall~DW! motion is different too.
The sensitivity of the magnetic aftereffect to the type of t
dominant reversal mechanism was shown on Co-ba
nanomultilayers.6 In continuous, or bulk magnetic material
even in the case when the dominant mechanism is rota
DW motion processes are always present around the coe
ity. This gives rise to the characteristic maximum on theS
5dM/d ln t vs H curves. It is assumed, that for materia
where DW processes are excluded, this curve is more
The same behavior is expected for a patterned recording
dium of high anisotropy particles.

In the present work the particles on the 2D array
thermally very stable, as the anisotropy fieldHK52 kG,
Ku51.33104 erg/cm3, V57.531029 cm3, thusEK'1024

erg in H50. The strong uniaxial anisotropy causes the p
ticles to be in the single domain state. It is not expected
observe any aftereffect of switching by rotation. Howev

a!Electronic mail: pardavi@seas.gwu.edu
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upon increasing the temperature the anisotropy barrie
lowered, the temperature fluctuations increase, and it is
pected that the aftereffect of the rotational switching of t
magnetization can be observed.

The same system of 2D array of particles can be use
study the DW motion aftereffect. The barrier for DW motio
is much lower than the barrier for rotation. It is expected th
the aftereffect, related to magnetization change by DW m
tion, can easily be observed for the same system in a m
stable stripe domain demagnetized state.

II. EXPERIMENT

The investigated system is a square 2D array of unifo
uniaxial, single crystalline particles. The 1 cm31 cm 2D
array of 50mm square particles is etched from a 3mm thick,
epitaxial garnet layer. The particles are separated by 16mm
wide nonmagnetic grooves. The magnetization 4pMs5160
G, is low compared to the anisotropy fieldHu52 kOe. As a
result, there are only two stable magnetic states, either u
down along the easy axis, normal to the film plane. Fig
1~a! illustrates four particles of the system inH50 in theac
demagnetized state. The coercivity of the major loopHC

FIG. 1. ~a! ac demagnetized 2D array of single domain particles inH50;
~b! stripe domain demagnetized metastable state of the same system. O
micrograph in polarized light~Faraday effect!.
5 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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5280 Oe. Each particle has a rectangular hysteresis l
and the switching of the whole system proceeds by a
quence of incoherent rotation of individual particles.1,3

However, the ground state of the epitaxial garnet la
before structuring is a stripe domain structure of 10mm pe-
riodicity. By saturating the sample in a very large in-pla
magnetic field, the particles can be individually demag
tized into a stripe domain~SD! structure, as shown in Fig
1~b!. This domain structure in the structured material is u
stable, and upon application of a moderate field, norma
the film plane, it disappears, and the system returns to
‘‘checkerboard’’ pattern, stable along either the major or a
minor hysteresis loop~Fig. 2!.

Measurements of the time, field, and temperature dep
dence of the aftereffect have been performed both on
checkerboard pattern, switching by rotation, and on the
demagnetized sample, where the magnetization process
domain wall~DW! motion. All the measurements were don
magneto optically, in the Faraday geometry on single p
ticles or on arbitrary groups of particles.

The rotational aftereffect was measured on previou
saturated single domain particles. The number of partic
~about 80! was chosen such a way, that the switching of
individual pixels could be detected, i.e., the intensity chan
caused by switching of one particle, is larger than the no
of the measured signal.

Measurements of the DW motion aftereffect were do
on stripe domains by applying field steps up to 27 Oe; an
different temperatures, applying the same field step of 20
It is found that thets time to reach saturation of the aftere
fect, as a function the field strength and temperature,
reliable characteristics of the process.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to the high particle energy, no rotational aftereffe
has been observed at room temperature, as expected
switching fields of individual particles have a rather bro
Gaussian distribution, as discussed in Ref. 3. The low
switching field is about 100 Oe, the highest is about 500
If to assume that: The barrier heightHb is lowered the most
at the lowest switching field; the incoherent switching v

FIG. 2. Room temperature major hysteresis loop and initial magnetiza
curves for:~a! demagnetized sample with single domain particles~checker-
board pattern!, ~b! stripe domain demagnetized particles.
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ume is a 0.8mm ‘‘rim’’ of the particle ~corresponding to the
activation volumeVa); the applied field isHc ; and the ther-
mal fluctuations correspond to 40kBT5ET'10212 erg and
EK5KuVa (12H/Hb)251026 erg — it is still too large for
any observable aftereffect.

Upon increasing the temperature, the coercivity is d
creasing (T550 °C: Hc5164 Oe; T572 °C: Hc5128.5
Oe!; thermal fluctuations increase, and it is possible to o
serve the rotational aftereffect. The time evolution of t
number of particles, switched during 10 s intervals, inH
5Hc , is plotted in Fig. 3. This plot reflects the distributio
of the barrier heights of the particles. At 50 °C the tim
distribution of particle’s switching is rather even, the ‘‘bes
particle, switching the last~140 s! has the highest barrier. A
72 °C the switching proceeds faster, the process ends afte
s. At room temperature no particle was switched during
min.

The time dependence of the normalized sum of the nu
ber of particles switched inH is shown in Fig. 4. As it was
seen in Fig. 3, the process of switching is faster at eleva
temperatures. The two other sets of measurements at 50
taken at different magnetic fields, does not differ sign
cantly. For the present system theM50 demagnetized stat
at Hc5280 Oe is still consists of up and down magnetiz

n

FIG. 3. Rotational aftereffect. Number of single domain particles, switch
in 10 s intervals inH5Hc . (Hc5164 Oe atT550 °C; Hc5128.5 Oe at
72 °C.!

FIG. 4. Temperature and magnetic field dependence of the rotational a
effect. Total number at particles switched at a given time.
 license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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single domain particles, and the aftereffect is governed
stability against rotation at any field.

However, there is a metastable demagnetized stat
lower energy, when each individual particle is demagneti
into a stripe domain pattern. Figure 2 illustrates the init
magnetization curves for both cases. In the stripe dom
state the DW motion coercivity is 0.8 Oe. This barrier f
DW motion is much lower than the barrier for rotation, and
strong aftereffect is expected and observed. The time de
dence of the DW aftereffect is exponential,M (t)/Ms

5d* exp(2et), whered>0.04. The decay coefficiente(H)
51/t;M (H)/Ms , follows the increase of the magnetizatio
with field with de/dH50.021 /s/Oe. The temperature depe
dence of the timets when the magnetization reaches its eq
librium value, dM/dt50 in H520 Oe, is about 0.15 s/K
compared to the 3 s/K for magnetization change by rotat

The aftereffect depends on the shape and size of
ticles. It is observed thatts of DW motion is longer for
smaller particles with higher aspect ratioA, i.e., for
A5thickness/width53/4050.075ts52 s/G, andts50.3 s/G
for A53/6050.05, as the internal field is more homog
neous in the ‘‘more flat’’ particles.7

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Magnetic aftereffect for magnetization processes by
tation and by domain wall motion was investigated on
same two-state system of garnet particles on a 2D array.
particles are thermally stable, at room temperature and
aftereffect of rotation could be observed. The same beha
is expected for a patterned recording medium of high ani
ropy particles. At elevated temperatures, where the ani
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ropy is reduced and thermal fluctuations increase, it is sho
that the aftereffect of the 2D array of single domain partic
does not depend on the applied field due to the lack of D
motion processes.

There is a metastable demagnetized state of lower
ergy, when each individual particle is demagnetized into
stripe domain pattern. The barrier for DW motion is mu
lower than the barrier for rotation, and a significant D
aftereffect was measured on the same particles. The obse
time dependence is strictly exponential, and the decay c
ficient is proportional to the magnetization. The relaxati
process depends on the shape and size of the particles.

It is shown that magnetic relaxation is qualitatively d
ferent for magnetization by domain wall motion and rotatio
Whenever the magnetization is changing by a combina
of the rotation and DW motion, the characteristic be
shaped magnetic field dependence of the viscosity co
cient, due to the combined effect, is observed.
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